Sparco
BRAND
WIREBOUND MEMO BOOK

3" x 5"
NARROW RULED
50 SHEETS

69350

Manufactured for S.P. Richards Co., Atlanta, GA

#2 new home notebbe

122:19
Week 16
- relate books
- move phone
- hang rug on pix
- call Scan: Orbit / floor lamp?
and table?
- moving postcards
- call Jeff: borrow pickup tomorrow?
- mail books?
- call Majors: sofas?
- 5212-8842
- Linda S office # 689-3322
- stationary
- phone extension jack
- move light cords
- call Steve
- pics @ 17621
- old towel
band/plane from door
move: clothes
sledge hammer/paxes?
thanks note to Tony/雯
12-3: Brothers' lunch
afternoon: Sound Oil
—then call duct cleaner
for next week?
call Domborga

#1637 - Asa Dr.
1/2 gal of paint
- it's lead
- carpenter's glue

Pro Bond wood glue
- small a tag

Varnish - Magellan's #
take can shelf blackberries
stonin?
- 17021 chores

water - base varnish
- Diamond?
- satin finish

tack cloth

color putty - cherry

asters Star -
Carmen suger
7:11 @ L
2 004 cabinet
1 M overhead hinge for an old desk
19 1/2" x 19 1/2"

5 pull

4 BELT SANDER
BELT 4 X 24
80 OR 100 GRIT

1 SCREW COVERS - 100
PT BRUSHES - 1" X 3" (5)
DIRECT SPRAY
Salt
C-stain & Varathane
me: Ashton window
sand drawers
small room closet
prep for shelf in shop?
sand breasts丰满?
Pella prices
medicine cabinet
cardboard?
Sun.
small one closet: fresh
and say plates
Pella pieces
medicine cabinet?

prep for shelf in shop?

watering (both places)
bring fan back
order wedding bowl?
call Tom Jones
in Dave & Marcelle

must I fund in Columbia?
Mark drawn pass
Start water
Black marines
Take crab home

\underline{EAGLE}
concealed weapon (book / tool)
- 1" overlay

4" belts for sander

snow covers (example)

(receipt @ home)
thermostat
1st: set clock & day
2nd: run heating program:
Wake, leave, return, sleep
66° (15 min. before) @ 5:00 a.m.

sleep 55° @ 8:30 p.m.
(batteries AA)

my 47: have over 14 @
end care
elec: how many wire to this port?

open bottom furnace panel to

ask Marvin: a trapped vent?
Quick Grip box clamps

caulks
mane
shoe

$2.95
Attaching Lee Holden

82" 60 13
10 11
10 10
10
48 9

79" 9" frame
70" 11" 5 10" 1 9"
Watching Lee Holden
cutting "cotton"
setting a steam iron
smoothen tape w/ wet soap

thread more pliers to hold
small nails

"wrap" mitre edges w/ hammer
clamp metal level as guides
for Sihouette

draw, 4"2" rest over bottom
into 1/8" x 1/16" mitre
draw here MUST be
pulled into place before
rotation goes into play
OVER
Boat water - based pre-shin
& wood conditioning
645 Clear
32/2 oz / gal.

\( \sqrt{33} \) all lines

Washer: 1/4" drain hole
H/C: 3/4" holes w/ conspiring
that can be turned w/ plate

Drain: 4°C (?) vent hole cut
into 1/2" x 1/8" inside:
Drain hole MUST be
put into place before
washer goes into place
OVER
own drain: 27" wide
25 1/2" deep
92 1/2" hi @ control panel

washin: 25 1/2" wide
deep
29' wide
same as drain @ control p.

Drying and dryer (3): Driew
21" X 51" othe
and 20m end minds
make sure of this thing

3 MON
Recycle plastic

Wall lamps:
22" extension from wall
21" top to bottom
2'/4" climber

# 1648 $517 50
B-54
Clump

Scan Design:
hallway panel:
6'1/2' long
22'' deep
32'' optimum, 35'' max ht

shelf behind couch:
6'' max length,
28'' max ht

dog run wall unit "L":
7' ht max
4' wide in log unit
9' max length in bottom
12'' deep overall
C1/2 fitness
C1/2 cycle 9400 a hr

Shelf plans or notes
for bee

- odd closet: above or below, socket
- closet: 2 x 2 supports
- supply: fixed shelf hi
- 2 x 2 supports
- 12" shelves in mind
Furniture delivery
Time: 18th

Tanya: unpromised scratched?
(on what?)

Art/form: clean pics
1 to home

ceramic HR & towel holder
for ensuite bath

Good [of] pain info
handcart?
Sat 10-6
Sun. 11-6
Exercise Equipment Center
18205 Alderwood Mall Blvd
Suite K (NE Corner)
425-778-2616
$1395 / $500 HR

Precor
20" only
4.5" long

Sears $199
Proform 7755
21 1/2" long
beds 39" wide
76" long
3 1/2" deep

call Sleep-Arte after 7:30 Wed.
for delivery

dresser 20" wide
4 1/2" long

bed table 18"
(fitted currently 21 1/2" apart)

other bed stand 24" x 14 1/2"
IKEA

Glass front kitchen cabinet
13" deep
3' across with
7'1" high
$499 (p. 180 catalog)

Twin tower/footstool
31 1/8" x 25 1/4"
16 7/8" high
$249 ea. (p. 199)

Bosela
Glass door cabinet (jug in
28" wide, 16" deep, 86" hi
- smaller: 20" wide,
57" hi
$249 ls. $200 smdls
Wed.
small start
soil report bill
elec'n list

Warms well
Thin well
12°

17/12
11

Handwritten notes
57 8/12
2 3/16
60 7/16
4 3/8 7/16
11 3/4 7/16
3 2 19/16
16 5/16
Spinning a die or ball makes it arc b. m. in the air. Important notice.
Never die of tails or tails ever does it head ever tails spinning it arc b. m. in the air.

Tunkey piece spinning its die of tails to head b. m. in the air.
6" above steel plate
1 1/2" in front of frame
14" overall
19 3/8" long
10 7/8" wide
medic

21 1/2" x 3 7/16"

Bathroom:
toilet paper holder
6 towel rod

m. 3 p. 32 - 1/2 oz. every
man on transfer?

5/17 O.C./head w./
10/22 Sounds 2 1/2 min
11th
w/ Ann & Norm
CD 80 on top
4815

8001 W

Woodworkers:
Richard Van Cooten
Robert Spangler (UW)

Soap
Bean
Bring back:
my shirt
wool shirt

another #1 fixture
supply

24" percent warms

\[
\frac{45.5}{3} \quad \frac{45.5}{3} = \frac{136.5}{10.5}
\]

Mon: furnace
repair handle
seal side pills:
45½
pic is 25½
dmai H & C re/4
walkman $35
Gurrell 3.95 (Φ)

Zeonylite
silicon lube on
windo triangle

Bell Y Carol
Peachinmurray
- written refinisher
\( 89 \frac{1}{2} \quad 3 \times 9 \cdot \frac{1}{2} = 27 \)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
8 \frac{1}{2} \\
- 27 \\
\hline
5 \frac{1}{2} \end{array}
\]

\( \text{5 x 10"} = 50 \)

\( \text{Shelf} \quad 5 " \)

\( 4 \times 10 = 40 \)

\( 4 \times 11 = 44 \)
of tomorrow:
- stationery etc.
- H/D shoot: travel case (also write on)
- other items?
- computer desk trim (1 3/8"
- screw covers (3-6"
  (take screw sample)
phone machine
socket door pulls
pillow wall anchors
Task:
A/2 notes
Artform?
B ideas Supply: hook

2 - interviews

15' 
3/4" gauge 5 vein
- center
- white plug
- white poly

2' 3'' oak

2 x 2
drawer & pull
Amen of God

Mukhembagia
capitula
perennial and
gress - full sun
feathery pink
flowers
**Computer Desk Trim**

2 41" sides = 82
36" / unit = \( \frac{36}{11.8} \)

**Desk**

2 3' sides = 72
2 19" sides = \( \frac{38}{110} \)

\[ \frac{118}{110} \]
Eagle or Dunn's
3 8' 1x6''
1 1/8" reppyey chunk of
4x4's in paper
24 x 96'' Canada

Plane card: Radio Shack?
301
Strapping Tape
Card Hold

Line: cut hole for card(s)

Man postcard: 9
(call 1st - 542-9452)

Phone calls

Pack lots/average moving em
tables @ 2-2:30

Cheers @ Dave's?
Rob Prether
425 277-5974
Humm D Engle
30 x 9" write Jamaica
no use paper
make
Radio Shack
30' wire

M'mom cards


brushes
strapping tape (# Mayes)
boxes @ Tiga store
phone card
takeendar
for Lee's UConn appl

Wed/9th
Lee: dec'd plug hole
- unhook washer & dryer
home:
call Nan
more desk stuff (inc. typ. in)?
take off the shelves
unhook washer & dryer
Lee: bacon

جب a via @ Sean
bring back: steel
- boards
Thursday, 10/24
Lee: drawers - will order?
- obtain sink shelf
- shop table

- prep plan for bookshelf lumber
- begin cabinet for S room
- study
- find place for the boxes

- buy a vise
- assemble computer desk
- see Tape
Fri

here:

head stand hole
mount power strip
cut shelves

paper towel

Eagle vise
cup holders
trash can (stone)
15' Trumline electrical cords

170-
Thom Cally

measure oner nail hole
39 1/8" apart
59 1/2" high
6 + 4

Eagle: rise (medium)
13 off Coastal house W main
thin germ
rag, HD spot
box tape + boxes
cup holders (3)
cushions
15' trim line qty. 25
9 1/4" wide 2 stutter
20 1/2" deep
Milwaukee mitre saw
(sold)
safe travel cool
stapler, extra
magnetic handle jack
log storage (for trailer) 6' x 4'
take paddling: old shell temps

Moving sequence: /minitua +
- mirror / bed
- doors: lots
- pantry
- hallway
- pantry
- fire corner / wall less
- dump room(s)

1678 Rob Render
1679 Eric Bric
40 merry clips

Bottom: 10 5/8 +
2nd: 10 1/4
3rd: 10 1/4 (2)
5th: 9 1/4 (-)
6th: 8 5/8 (+)
7th: 8

Roiit Spangler
2532 Yale Ave E 98102
Dave Maillet
Anything Wood
425 4899663
Spring: 25½” back to lumbar
don’t 2¼” thinner
handles 2”
30” deep (to wall) add 2”
handles

67” high

29½” wide

- Envelope
- Ring binder
- Phone
day bed & stool
- Coffee mug
- Plants
- Lamp
- Coat hanger

Ice water
We now release you
w/ a vote of thanks
/Thank you/

/feel + like + do

[Overwritten]
With th' will make your
bodies be born naked.

hammer - 1 $ payment &

it's min. - it can + like it does
then it did.
Gibbony Points:
Leg one to week: 8” between
Leg one to other: 7 3/4”
Leg one: bottom of frame (middle)
to mail hole 30”

(W’ compa: bottom of frame (•))
to mail hole 23 1/2”
other: bottom of frame (•)
to mail hole 20 3/8”

Total: 24 1/4
29 1/4
27 1/4
15 3/4
9 4 1/2

9” in. 1/4 in. in. 1/4 edge
14 5/8
6

22 5/8
9 1/2